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11 - 13 June 2003: "This Year at the MOVES Institute," 7th International Conference on








Research, application and education in the grand 
challenges of modeling, virtual environments and 
simulation.
 3D Visual Simulation
 Networked Virtual Environments
 Computer-Generated Autonomy
 Human Performance Engineering
 Immersive Technologies
 Defense and Entertainment Collaboration





 John Hiles - Computer-Generated Autonomy
 Don Brutzman - 3D Visual Simulation & Networked Virtual 
Environments
 Rudy Darken - Human Performance Engineering
 LCDR Russ Shilling, USN - Immersive Technologies
 LtCol Saverio Manago, USA - Combat Modeling & Analysis
 LtCol Tom Cioppa, USA - TRAC Monterey
 Ted Lewis - High Performance Computing & Software Engineering
 Alex Mayberry, Creative Director
5Advisory Board
Advisory Board provides guidance on funding for research and products. 
 VADM Richard Mayo, USN - NETWARCOM
 RADM Thomas Zelibor, USN - N61
 John McLaurin, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Army for M&RA
 RADM Lee Kollmorgen, USN (ret)
 CAPT Dennis McBride, USN (ret), PhD - President, Potomac Institute
 Dr. Harold Hawkins, ONR
 COL Mike Finnern, USAF - Director, DMSO
 Dell Lunceford - Director, AMSO
 COL Casey Wardynski, Director, Office of Economic & Manpower 
Assessment
 Gilman Louie, In-Q-Tel
 Dr. Mike Bailey - Technical Director, USMC Training & Education Command
 Michael Kapp - Founder & President Time Warner Special Projects (ret)
 Stephen Moore,Technical Director J7, JFCOM 
6Advisory Board cont.
 Dr. Mary Fischer, Air Force Agency for Modeling & Simulation
 Dr. Phil Barry, DMSO OOTW Technical Lead
 CAPT Rolland Mulligan, USN - Director, Navy Modeling & Simulation 
Management Office, N61M & N61F FORCEnet
 Jim Weatherly - Deputy Director, Navy Modeling & Simulation Management 
Office, N61M
 LCDR Dylan Schmorrow, USN – ONR VIRTE Program Manager & DARPA 
Program Manager
 Dr. Bowen Loftin - Old Dominion University, Director Virginia Modeling & 
Simulation Center
 Dr. Mark Pullen, George Mason University
 Dr. Randy Shumaker - Director, UCF Institute for Simulation & Training
 COL Jack Thorpe, USAF (ret), PhD
 RADM David Bill, USN (ret), NPS Foundation
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83D Visual Simulation & 
Networked Virtual Environments
In networked virtual environments, we are 
architecting the technology that allows us to build 
large-scale, dynamically extensible virtual 
environments, virtual environments that are 
semantically interoperable and always on. 
9Deliverables
Theses: LCDR Ernesto Jose Sallés USN, A Security 
System for Runtime-Extensible Virtual Environments; MAJ 
William Fischer, USA, Enhancing Network Communication 
in NPSNET-V Virtual Environments Using XML-Described 
Dynamic Behavior (DBP) Protocols; MAJ David 
Washington, USA, Implementation of a Multi-Agent 
Simulation for the NPSNET-V Virutal Environment Research 
Project; LT Michael Wathen, USN, Dynamic Scalable 
Network Area of Interest Management for Virtual Worlds
Papers: Collaborative Virtual Environments 2002, Security 
of Runtime Extensible Virtual Environments; and A Unified 
Component Framework for Dynamically Extensible Virtual 
Environments
Talks: SIGGRAPH 2002 Tutorial, Supersize It: Large Scale 
Graphics and Networking
Milestones
Re-Architected original system to include XML-described 
components and kernel structure
Includes HLA networking interoperability, DIS networking 
interoperability
Released in open source license
Things of Note: Likely to serve as experimental testbed for 
Extensible Modeling and Simulation Framework (XMSF), 
which will feature web services-described components
NPSNET-V
Sponsor – N6M, NRO
PIs – Don Brutzman, Michael Zyda
Goal – Extensible, Scalable Virtual Worlds
Deliverables
Conducted a series of technical and management 
workshops to identify key issues facing exploitation of 
Web-based standards and practices for military M&S
Published technical papers at I/ITSEC 2002, Spring SIW 
2003, Euro SIW 2003
Technical demonstrations and presentations at I/ITSEC 
2002 and 2003 (planned)
Student Research:
  LT James Harney USN, Anti-Terrorism/Force Protection
  LTjg Ekrem Serin, Turkish Navy, Cross-Format Schema Protocol
  Maj Khaled Mnif, Tunisian Army, Simulation Data Interchange
  Capt Claude Hutton USMC, Operations Planning Visualizations






August 2002 – Technical Challenges Workshop
September 2002 – Strategic Opportunities Workshop
December 2002 – briefs/exemplar demos at I/ITSEC 2002
February 2003 – Early Adopters Workshop
May 2003 – VMASC/JFCOM Workshop
December 2003 – briefs/exemplar demos at I/ITSEC 2003
Extensible Modeling and Simulation Framework (XMSF)
Sponsors – DMSO, DTRA
PIs – Don Brutzman, Curt Blais
Goal – Define a composable set of standards, profiles and 
recommended practices for web-based Modeling & 
Simulation (M&S), enabling simulations to interact directly 
and scalably over a highly distributed network, achieved 




SAVAGE repository of Web-based 3D models and 
scenarios (http://web.nps.navy.mil/~brutzman/Savage/
contents.html)
Published paper - Web-Based 3D Technology for Scenario 
Authoring and Visualization: The SAVAGE Project
Published paper - Web-Based 3D Reconstruction of 
Scenarios for Limited Objective Experiments
Published paper - Emerging Web-Based 3D Graphics for 
Education and Experimentation
Monthly progress reports to DMSO
Milestones
16 July 2002 - Presentation to Summer Computer 
Simulation Conference
22 July 2002 - X3D Presentation to SIGGRAPH 2002; 
M5 Release of Open Source X3D Browser
23 August 2002 - MOVES Open House presentations
November 2002 - Presentation to Interservice/Industry 
Training, Simulation, and Education Conference
Things of Note
Working with international community to establish the 
next-generation Web3D standard (X3D).
 
Scenario Authoring and Visualization for Advanced 
Graphical Environments
Sponsor – DMSO
PIs - Curtis Blais and Don Brutzman
Goal - R&D in Web-based, interactive, multi-user 3D 


































In computer-generated autonomy, we are building story engines that 
allow us to traverse near-infinite collections of story elements in 
controlled fashion, producing an immersive experience for the user. 
With a scenario engine, we are determining the space of potential 
outcomes from a virtual description of an infrastructure, a set of 
policies, characters and cultural behaviors. We are building software 
for creating mental blends based on situation, goals, and subject 
generic spaces using the MOVES-developed Connector-based 
Multi-Agent System (CMAS) architecture.
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Deliverables
Software design and implementation for creating mental 
blends based on situation, goals, and subject generic 
spaces using the Connector-based Multi-Agent System 
(CMAS) architecture.
Demonstration of model operation and comparison of 
model outcomes to streams of real-world events, providing 
foundation for an exploratory laboratory for studying 
terrorist decision-making processes and resulting patterns 
of behavior.
Initial codification of real-world terrorist behaviors and 
personality for simulation application
Prototype server implementation for online collaborative 
analyses using the software
Milestones
June 2002 - Project Launch
September 2002 – Conceptual model and data collection
October 2002 – Prototype model software design
December 2002 – Demonstration of prototype model
Key Aspects of the Project
Project implements novel modeling approaches based on 
current cognitive psychology research and cellular biology 
metaphors, extending Cdr Osborn’s Army Game Project 
Story Engine dissertation research.
Project team includes terrorism subject-matter expert from 
the Center for Nonproliferation Studies at the Monterey 
Institute for International Studies.
This is inaugural tasking for the new Center for the Study 
of Potential Outcomes within the MOVES Institute.
 
Project IAGO
Sponsor - CDTEMS, N6M
PIs - Ted Lewis, John Hiles & Curt Blais
Goal – Conduct research in multi-agent simulation 
approaches for modeling of terrorist decision-making and 
resulting behaviors. Create a foundation for design and 
conduct of experiments exploring hypotheses regarding 
vulnerabilities to asymmetric terrorist attacks and 
possible intervention measures. Create instructional 
scenarios and simulations for use in the Homeland 
Security curriculum.








John Hiles, MOVES Institute, Technical Director for Computer-
Generated Autonomy – Principal Investigator and Chief Architect
Ted Lewis, MOVES Institute, Director of the Center for the Study of 
Potential Outcomes – Principal Investigator
Chris Darken, MOVES Institute – CMAS analysis
Curtis Blais, MOVES Institute, Research Associate and MOVES 
Ph.D. student – Software Engineering Manager
Thesis Titles
CDR Brian Osborn, USN - Interactive Computer Generated 
Stories, PhD in CS, September 2002.
Maj Joerg Wellbrink, German Army - A Reduced Human 
Performance Model for Exploring Unintended 
Consequences and Potential Outcomes, PhD in MOVES, 
September 2003.
Curtis Blais, NPS Research Faculty - Agent-Based 
Construction of Large-Scale Virtual Environments, PhD in 
MOVES, September 2004.
Center for the Study of Potential 
Outcomes
Contractors
Gary Ackerman, Monterey Institute for International Studies – 
Subject Matter Expert
Neil Elzenga, Emergent Designs – Software Engineer
Bruce Allen and Fred Zyda, Digital Consulting Services – Software 
Engineers
John Mason & Associates – digital artwork 
Other Students (thesis topics TBD)
















Sponsor - CDTEMS, N6M
PIs - Ted Lewis & John Hiles
Goal – Conduct research in multi-agent simulation 
approaches for modeling of terrorist decision-making and 
resulting behaviors. Create a foundation for design and 
conduct of experiments exploring hypotheses regarding 
vulnerabilities to asymmetric terrorist attacks and 
possible intervention measures. Create instructional 




In human performance engineering, the 
work is to build deployable simulators for 
the Navy & Marines Corps and evaluate 
their utility for training.
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Deliverables
ChrAVE – (Chroma-Keyed Augmented Virtual 
Environment)  Imbedded trainer/flight rehearsal tool 
designed to practice and maintain pilot and navigation 
skills while on deployment.
Artillery Forward Observer (FO) Trainer/Simulator – 
Designed to maintain FO skills while on deployment. 
-Runs on a PC in a distributed network
Close Quarter Battle (CQB) Trainer/Simulator – Allows 
users to rehearse building clearing drills while on 
deployment via Head Mounted Display and a tracked 
weapon in a networked virtual environment.
Virtual Technologies and Environments (VIRTE)
Sponsor - ONR 342
PIs - Rudy Darken, CDR Joe Sullivan, LCDR Russ Shilling
Goal - Deployable Training for Navy and Marine Corps
Milestones
Spring 2002. First prototype VE helicopter simulator 
completed
Summer 2002. Full cognitive task analysis of close-
quarters combat completed
Summer 2002. HLA module completed
Fall 2002. HLA integration completed, JSAF compliant
Fall 2002. First combined arms tasks supported.
Spring 2003. Field testing with Marine Corps squadron.
Spring 2003. Field testing with CAX at 29 Palms











Lennerton, M. 2002 Exploring a Chromakeyed Augmented virtual Environment for 
Viability as an Embedded Training system for Military Helicopter Pilots
Brannon, D. & Villandre, M. 2002 A Forward Observer PC Simulator
Aronson, W. 2002 A Cognitive Task Analysis of Close Quarters Combat
Reece, J. 2002 Virtual Close Quarter Battle Graphical Decision Trainer
List, R. 2002 A Rendering System Independent HLA Implementation for Military 
Simulations
Unguder, E. 2001 The Effects of Natural Locomotion on Maneuvering Task 
Performance in Virtual and Real Environments
Norlander, K. 2001 Emergent Leadership on Collaborative Tasks in Distributed 
Virtual Environments
Boswell, J. 2001 User-Centered Iterative Design of a Collaborative Virtual 
Environment
Karahan, B. 2000 Comparison of Performance Measures in the Virtual Environment 
and Real World Land Navigation Tasks
Stine, J. 2000 Representing Tactical Land Navigation Expertise 
Wright, G.T. 2000 Helicopter Urban Navigation Training Using Virtual Environments
McLean, T. 1999 An Interactive Virtual Environment for Training Map-Reading Skill in 
Helicopter Pilots
Virtual Technologies and Environments (VIRTE)
Sponsor - ONR 342
PIs - Rudy Darken, CDR Joe Sullivan, LCDR Russ Shilling
























In immersive technologies, we have designed a 
source-less tracker that can be manufactured wrist-
watch size, and have performed considerable work 




Novel hybrid inertial and magnetic sensor called MARG 
(Magnetic, Angular Rate, and Gravity). Operation does not 
depend on any signal source.  It is readily operable 
anywhere without abnormal amount of magnetic 
interference.
Complimentary quaternion-based filter developed to 
estimate the orientation of a rigid body. Quaternions are 
used to avoid singularity in orientation representation. Able 
to continuously correct for drift without the need for still 
periods.
Simple and efficient calibration algorithms for the sensor 
components and sensor attachment.
Realistic human avatar based on laser scan data.
Milestones
October 2001 - Second generation MARG sensor (MARG II) 
designed, built and tested. Measures 8.4x4.2x2.9 cm, a 
26% reduction in volume over previous generation. 
Integrated capacitor coupling circuit for angular rate sensor 
drift correction. 
May 2002 – Improved quaternion filter algorithm 
implemented and tested in real-time system. Accuracy and 
dynamic response equal to previous versions with an order 
of magnitude reduction in complexity
 
Inertial/Magnetic Posture Tracking
Sponsor - N6M ARO
PIs – Eric Bachmann, Xiaoping Yun & Robert McGhee
Goal - Create a new technology for human body motion 
tracking in networked virtual environment applications.
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Faculty/Staff/Contractors
Bachmann, McGhee, McKinney, Yun, Zyda. 
Thesis Titles
Alper Sinav, “Analysis and Modeling of the Virtual Human 
Interface for the MARG Body Tracking System Using 
Quaternions” MS Thesis in Modeling, Virtual Environments, 
and Simulation (MOVES), March 2002.
James Allen Dutton, “Developing Articulated Human Models 
from Laser Scan Data for Use as Avatar in Real-time 
Networked Virtual Environments,” MS Thesis in Modeling, 
Virtual Environments, and Simulation (MOVES), September 
2001.
Pierre G. Hollis, “An Improved Magnetic, Angular Rate, 
Gravity (MARG) Body Tracking System,” Engineer Degree 
Thesis in Electrical Engineering, June 2001. 
Inertial/Magnetic Posture Tracking
Sponsor - N6M ARO
PIs – Eric Bachmann, Xiaoping Yun & Robert McGhee
Goal - Create a new technology for human body motion 





Research focuses on the use of immersive audio 
technologies to improve training performance in 
simulation, radio communications, data mining 
techniques, radar, sonar, air traffic control, and UAV 
operations.  Research is combining headphone-
based spatialization techniques with speaker-based 
techniques and has been heavily collaborating with 
the entertainment industry, including Lucasfilm 
Skywalker Sound, Lucasfilm THX, Dolby, Creative 
Labs, etc.  Funding is provided by three different 
ONR units ($100k). 
Overall Immersive Audio Program
Project: ONR
PI:  LCDR Russell Shilling, Ph.D.
Graduate Students:
LT Hsin-Fu Wu, USN             OR
Maj Tom Greenwald, USA     MOVES
LT Stephen Ulate, USN         MOVES
Capt Sam Mowrey, USMC     OR
CDR Eric Krebs, USN            MOVES
Recently Graduated:
LT James Campbell, USN         OR         Spring ‘02
Capt Rick Sanders, USA           MOVES Spring ‘02
LT Mark Scorgie, USN               MOVES Winter ‘02
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Milestones
February 2002    : LCAC Recorded with help of Lucasfilm 
Skywalker Sound.  Sound also used in movie, “Minority 
Report”.
May – Sept 2002:  Four theses completed
May 2002:  Working Audio Architecture Proposed
May 2002:  Game Design for America’s Army Dolby Digital 
certified and game audio introduced to public and reviewers.
August 2002: AAAV Recording
Things of Note
Article coming up in Game Developers Magazine
Lessons on Audio Design by Gary Rydstrom (multiple 
Academy Awards in Sound Design)
 
Applying Entertainment Audio Techniques to VE
Project: ONR VIRTE
PI:  LCDR Russell Shilling, Ph.D.
Deliverables:
• Compare emotional impact of different audio 
technologies using objective measures (physiology)
• Record professional quality sound effects for LCAC, 
AAAV, and V-22
• Adapt entertainment industry techniques for putting 
audio in movies to VE and videogames
• Determine what sounds need to be included in a 
training scenario, MOUT in particular.
• Learn from industry leaders in the area:  Dolby, 
THX, Skywalker Sound, etc.
• Propose and auditory architecture that is affordable 
and meets the complex needs of the project.
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Combat Modeling & Analysis
We are creating a Center for Combat Modeling 
& Analysis, managing all future development of 
the Navy Simulation System, & working with 
NETWARCOM to design a Virtual FORCEnet. 
Key Objectives
Create a research center that emphasizes combat 
modeling, simulation, wargaming, and analysis in 
support of strategic, operational, and tactical 
decision making and experimentation.
Converge experts in combat modeling, simulation, 
wargaming, analysis and the art of war to explore 
transformational initiatives and give insights to war-
fighters.
Provide expertise to evaluate and improve current models 
and help develop emerging combat models. 
Promote the understanding of the foundational role that 
combat modeling plays in the decision making 
process for the design and development of new 
systems.
Partners
TRADOC Analysis Center – Monterey (TRAC-MTRY)
Lawrence Livermore National Lab (LLNL)
Sandia National Lab
Joint Forces Command (JFCOM)
Ongoing research activity
Collaborative effort with LLNL on use and improvement of 
JCATS in support of wargaming and analysis.
NSS Configuration Management Project. CRADA with 
Boeing. Two thesis students.
Collaborative effort with BAE/JFCOM for the development of 
CONOPS for Adaptive Joint C4ISR node. Two thesis 
students.
Collaborative effort with TRAC-MTRY on Master TRADOC 
problem. Thesis students TBD.
Unique Capabilities
    A diverse group of faculty and students from different 
services and different nations working together in 
an academic environment.
    A learning environment of non-attribution will facilitate 
the unrestrained exploration of new initiatives and 






Callahan, Buss, Blais, Horner, VanHise, Falby, METRON, 
and Rolands and Associates 
Things of note
1 OCT 2002 – Project Start. This is an ongoing project that 
will be funded annually
NSS course syllabus is complete. Courseware to be 
completed this quarter. Course to be taught next quarter.
Three students developing thesis proposals on research to 
extend the capabilities of the model using xml and agents. 
Navy Simulation System Program Management
Sponsor – N60M
PIs – Alex Callahan
Goal – Organize, Control and Direct the Naval Simulation 
System. Provide configuration control, provide distribution of 
software and documentation and coordinate user support.
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Defense & Entertainment 
Collaboration
In defense/entertainment collaboration, we have Transformed Army 
recruiting by constructing a PC game that provides the experience of 
a potential career in the Army. We have researched the ability for 
computing player aptitude from game play. We have fielded the 
fastest growing online PC game of all time from inside of our 
institute, a game that has been the recipient of several “best game” 
or “runner up for best game” of the year awards. 
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Project start October 1999
First funding arrived May 2000.
Goal - build an online 3D PC game that 








Our booth at E3 had giant display screens 
high above the convention floor. 
Every two hours an Army bugler called in an 
armed company of men simulating an air 
insertion, including soldiers scrambling down 
ropes hung from the ceiling of the Los 
Angeles Convention Center.
The long lines to our booth unfortunately 
blocked our Sony Playstation 2 neighbors 
next door (thankfully their head of security 












22 May 2002 Wednesday
 180,000 unique visitors/hour
 18,000 pages served every 5 seconds
Just to see images from the game (not on the 
Net until 4 July 2002).
44
LA Times 22 May 2002
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AGP Awards
Frictionless Insight, E3 Awards, “Best Business 
Model (Developer),” 5/27/02 
Gamespy, Runner Up, Best PC Action Game
IGN, Biggest Surprise, 5/29/02
Wargamers, Best of Show, First-Person/
Tactical Shooters, 6/4/02




- Reviews & Previews
Frictionless Insight, game review editors, "America's Army, the Official U.S. 
Army Game," 5/27/02
Gamesdomain, "America's Army: Preview," by Richard Greenhill, 6/2/02
Mygamer.com, "The US Army likes Unreal," game review editors, 5/21/02
CNET Reviews, "Virtual metal jacket, "by Darren Gladstone, senior editor, 
6/14/02
GamesFirst!, "Preview, America's Army," by Paul Cockeram, 6/8/02
IGN.COM, ""America's Army:' The Army's making a game of its own now", 
5/30/02
Gamespot PC, "America's Army: Operations," by Amer Ajami, 7/02/02 
Zengamer, "America's Army: Operations" by Marcin Manek, 7/6/02
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AGP Articles
Adrenaline Vault, "U.S. Army Introduces America's Army," by David Laprad, 5/22/02 
Blue's News, "U.S Army Licenses Epic Games' Unreal Engine for PC Game," 5/21/
02
BusinessWeek Online, "The Army's New Killer App," by Arlene Weintraub, 5/22/02 
Christian Science Monitor, Video game offers young recruits a peek at military life, 
by Gloria Goodale, 5/31/02
CNN, "Army is looking for a few good gamers," by Renay San Miguel, 5/22/02
CNNMoney, Your tax dollars at play, by Chris Morris, 6/3/02
CNET, "U.S. Army invades game business," by David Becker, 5/22/02
Dolby, press release, " Dolby Lends Expertise to Sound Design Team for America’s 
Army: Operations, Combining Realism and Emotion," 7/1/02
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AGP Articles
Gamespy, "Uncle Sam wants you … to play games," by Sal "Sluggo" Accardo, 5/27/02
HomeLan Fed, "America's Army: Operations Interview," by John Callaham, 5/22/02 
LA Times, "Army's New Message to Young Recruits: Uncle 'Sim' Wants You," by Alex Pham, 5/
22/02
LANparty.com, gaming editor's review, "America's Army: Operations," 5/23/02 
Monterey Herald, "NPS-spawned war games catching on big," by Kevin Howe, 7/23/02
MSNBC, "Video Game Used To Recruit For Armed Forces, " 5/22/02
Newsweek, “Full Metal Joystick,” by Trent Gegax 14 Oct 2002 
Reuters, "Army Turns to Computer Games to Woo Recruits," by Franklin Paul, 5/23/02
Salon, “Weapons of Mass Distraction,” by James Au, 4 Oct 2002
San Francisco Chronicle, "Adopting the latest thing in advertising, Army out to do some 
computer recruiting," by Carrie Kirby, 8/5/02
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AGP Articles
San Jose Mercury News, "U.S. Army invades video game territory," by Anthony 
Breznican, 5/23/02
US Army, press release, "U.S. Army Introduces 'America's Army" PC Game," 5/22/
02
USA Today, "Army gives new meaning to war games — on a PC"by Marc Saltzman 
5/22/02 
Wall Street Journal, "Videogame Players to Get Look at Life in the U.S. Army," by 
Patrick Maio, 5/23/02 
Washington Post, "A Chance to Be All That You Can Be— In a Virtual Army" by Jeff 
Adler, 5/23/02











Born on the 
4th of July 2002 …
On July 4 at 12:01am, the first ten 
levels of “America’s Army: Operations” 
were posted to the Internet, and by 
noon the next day, 500,000 downloads 
of the 211MB game had been made. 
 750,000 hits/second for 4 & 5 
July 2002!
 The Army’s 140 servers were 
swamped, and we rushed to 
complete and post the 





By July 15, we were 
seeing approximately 
1,900 servers.
By August 21, 6,500 
servers. 














Academy of Interactive 
Arts & Sciences
Finalists for 2003's PC First Person Action Game of the 
Year include: 
     No One Lives Forever 2: A Spy in H.A.R.M.'s Way,      
published by Sierra Entertainment, developed by Monolith;
 
     Medal of Honor: Allied Assault, published by Electronic Arts, 
developed by 2015 Inc.; 
    America's Army, published and developed by the US Army. 
Award ceremony in Las Vegas 27 Feb 2003 at the Academy of 
















































Online game in support
of recruiting






5 - 7 August 2003 MOVES Open House
